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OVERBERG MARKET REPORT 
Week ending 3rd May 2013 
 
 
GLOBAL  
 

 Mohammed El-Erian the CEO of Pimco, which runs the world’s largest bond fund, said 

in an interview this week that although the Fed’s massive quantitative easing (QE) 
may have been the catalyst for the start of the current equity market rally, extensive 
QE policies from other central banks are also contributing to the rally: “The latest 
surge is really not on the back of the Fed but the Bank of Japan (BOJ).” He added that 
“the markets expect that the BOJ action will push liquidity to markets in the US 
because Japan can’t absorb all this liquidity.” BOJ asset purchases equivalent to 

around $75 billion a month and the likelihood of increased QE from the Bank of 
England once Mark Carney takes over as its Governor in July, should provide 
significant ballast for equity markets when the Fed exits its own QE programme.  

 Markit’s Global Purchasing Managers’ Index (PMI), measuring global manufacturing 
activity, fell from 51.2 in March to 50.5 in April the lowest level since December and 
barely above the key 50 threshold which demarcates growth from contraction. The 
data shows activity has slowed in the US, China and the Eurozone, while Japan and 

the UK have enjoyed slight acceleration in activity. The data is consistent with global 
GDP growth of 3%, a slight improvement on the 4th quarter 2012 and probably in line 
with 1st quarter growth. It is likely that global growth will improve in the 2nd half of 
2012 assisted by massive quantitative easing from the US, Japan and potentially from 
the UK from July onwards. Meanwhile a lower oil price should provide a boost to oil 
importing economies. The price has declined by around $20 per barrel since February.  

 

 
NORTH AMERICA  

 
 As widely expected the Federal Reserve reaffirmed its commitment to near zero 

interest rates until unemployment falls to 6.5% or lower and maintained its 
quantitative easing programme with $85 billion monthly purchases of Treasury and 

mortgage-backed securities. The Fed however surprised the markets with its 
accompanying statement that: “The Committee is prepared to increase or reduce the 

pace of its purchases to maintain appropriate policy accommodation as the outlook for 
the labour market or inflation changes.” At the last meeting the focus seemed to be on 
slowing monthly asset purchases in the 2nd half of the year. The fact that increasing 
purchases has been tabled as an option suggests that at the very least the Fed is now 
disinclined to slow the rate of purchases in the near future.  

 Initial jobless benefit claims fell sharply in the past week from 342,000 to 324,000 the 
lowest since January 2008 and a level that historically has correlated with significant 
jobs growth. The less volatile 4-week moving average decreased from 358,250 to 
342,250 also a healthy number well below the key 375,000 traditionally associated 
with a sustained drop in the unemployment rate. The encouraging data however 
contrasts with a lackluster ADP Employment Report which shows private sector 
payrolls increased in April by just 119,000 the lowest since August 2012, down from a 

downwardly revised 131,000 in March and well below the 155,000 consensus forecast. 
Most of the job gains were in the service sector gaining by 113,000 while the 

manufacturing sector lost 10,000 its worst performance since September 2012. The 
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service sector on aggregate provides lower paying jobs in spite of highly paid jobs in 
the financial, professional and business services sectors.  

 The Institute for Supply Management (ISM) Purchasing Managers’ Index (PMI), 
measuring activity in the manufacturing sector, fell from 51.3 in March to 50.7 in April. 
This is barely above the key 50 threshold which demarcates growth from contraction 
and is consistent with a marked slowdown in GDP growth from 2.5% in the 1st quarter 

to as low as 1% in the 2nd quarter if the trend persists in May and June. The 

employment sub-index fell particularly sharply from 54.2 to 50.2 accounting for most 
of the decline in the headline number and not inspiring news ahead of today’s monthly 
non-farm payroll data. More encouragingly the production sub-index increased from 
52.2 to 53.5 and the forward-looking new orders sub-index increased from 51.4 to 
52.3.    

 Construction spending declined in March by 1.7% month-on-month. Private residential 

construction was the only sector showing a gain with an increase of 0.4% on the 
month. Private non-residential construction declined 1.5% while government 
construction fell 4.1% the biggest monthly decline since March 2002. Government 
cutbacks occurred at all levels with state and local government spending declining 
4.2% and federal government spending down 1.7%, following sequestration cutbacks 
which came into effect on 1st March. In spite of recent weakness however, overall 
construction spending still increased in March on a year-on-year basis by 4.8%. 

Aggregate spending is likely to remain positive in the months ahead underpinned by 
robust private residential construction and demand for new homes. New home sales 
increased in March by 1.5% on the month and 18.5% on the year.   

 The Conference Board’s consumer confidence index unexpectedly increased from an 
upwardly revised 61.9 in March to 68.1 in April significantly above the 60.8 consensus 
forecast. The present situation index improved slightly from 59.2 to 60.4 while the 
expectations index increased dramatically from 63.7 to 73.3. The sharp increase is 

attributed to improving income prospects driven by rising equity markets as well as 
the decline in fuel prices, echoed in households’ falling inflationary expectations. 
Although encouraging the headline index only reversed a similar-sized decline in March 
and remains well below the 92.0 long-term average.  

 Personal Consumer Expenditures (PCE) inflation, the Federal Reserve’s preferred 
measure of inflation, decelerated sharply from 1.3% year-on-year in February to 1.0% 

in March the lowest since October 2009. Lower gasoline prices are likely to drag PCE 
even lower in the months ahead. Gasoline prices have declined from $3.80 per gallon 

in March to $3.60 in April and should decline further to $3.40 based on the latest drop 
in the oil price. Falling gasoline prices are likely to reduce PCE by around 0.3% in each 
of April and May taking PCE below 1% in these months. Declining inflation may 
concern the Fed sufficiently for it to delay on trimming back its quantitative easing 
programme.  

 
 
CHINA  
 

 China’s official Purchasing Managers’ Index (PMI), measuring activity in the 
manufacturing sector, fell from an already depressed 50.9 in March to 50.6 in April. 
The decline is concerning as April is traditionally one of the strongest months with 

activity making up for lost production over the Chinese New Year festive season. 
Meanwhile the forward-looking new order sub-index declined from 52.3 to 51.7 

attributed to a sharp drop in the export orders sub-index from 50.5 to 48.6. While 
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disappointing, actual conditions may be even worse as the data only allocates a 10% 
weighting to smaller firms which according to anecdotal evidence have been finding 
conditions especially difficult. Smaller firms account for one-third of industrial output, 
far above the data weighting.  

 According to the China Real Estate Index System average housing prices in China’s 
100 largest cities increased in April by 5.34% year-on-year, up from 3.9% in March 

and 2.48% in February. The increase is the fastest in 18 months and caps 5 straight 

monthly gains. Prices in the country’s 10 largest cities surged 7.89% on the year and 
1.31% on the month despite new curbs aimed at preventing a potential residential 
property bubble. The cities of Beijing and Shanghai and the province of Guangdong 
imposed in late March a 20% tax on profits from home re-sales. The data limits the 
likelihood of further monetary easing in spite of recent lackluster economic data and 
declining inflationary pressure.   

 
 
JAPAN  
 

 Growth in household spending surged from 0.8% year-on-year in February to 5.2% in 
March the fastest gain since February 2004 and significantly above the 1.8% 
consensus forecast. The increase is attributed to a rebound in income and rising 

consumer confidence. Spending in the transportation/ telecoms category increased 
11.8% marking a 14th straight year-on-year gain. Spending in the home repairs/ 
maintenance category increased 23.7% marking the 1st rise in 8 months. The average 
real income of salaried workers’ households increased a robust 1.8%, while 
unemployment edged lower from 4.1% to 4.0% the lowest since November 2008 and 
well below the 4.3% consensus forecast. The data suggest Prime Minister Shinzo Abe’s 
combination of fiscal spending, monetary stimulus and structural reforms, known as 

“Abenomics”, are having a positive impact on the household sector.  
 Growth in industrial production slowed from 0.6% month-on-month in February to 

0.2% in March below the 0.4% consensus forecast. However, a survey measuring 
manufacturers’ expectations indicate production will rebound in April with an increase 
of 0.8%. The Ministry of Economy, Trade and Industry upgraded its assessment, 
noting that industrial output “is showing signs of picking-up at a moderate pace.” 

According to Yoshiki Shinke senior economist at Dai-Ichi Life Research Institute: “I 
expect the 1st quarter GDP growth to exceed an annualized 2%, and if the corporate 

sector catches up with households, the pace of growth could accelerate.” 
 
 
EUROZONE  
 

 The ECB cut its benchmark interest rate by 25 basis points to 0.5%. The rate cut had 
been widely expected following the statement by ECB President Mario Draghi after last 
month’s policy meeting that he stood ready to act if the Eurozone’s economic outlook 
worsened, inflation plunged, economic confidence slumped and unemployment 
increased. These four pre-conditions had been met thereby paving the way for further 
monetary stimulus. In the statement accompanying the current meeting Draghi left 
the door open to further easing, stating he would “monitor incoming data closely” and 

“stand ready to act.” The policy meeting however failed to provide any unconventional 
monetary stimulus in the form of hoped for incentives for lending to small and 

medium-sized enterprises (SMEs). This sector is struggling to gain access to credit, 
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especially in peripheral economies. Lending rates to SMEs in Italy and Spain are close 
to 6% well above the ECB’s 0.5% benchmark lending rate.  

 Eurozone consumer price inflation (CPI) decelerated sharply from 1.7% year-on-year 
in March to just 1.2% in April significantly below the 1.6% consensus forecast. The 
new CPI rate is the lowest since February 2010 and marks the biggest monthly drop in 
more than 4 years. The sharp decline is attributed largely to the steep decline in fuel 

prices but core CPI which excludes food and energy inflation, also fell sharply to just 

1.0%. Recent declines in producer price inflation and a relatively strong euro currency 
suggest a further deceleration in CPI in the months ahead. Weak inflation should 
facilitate further monetary easing by the ECB with the current rate well below the 
ECB’s 2% target ceiling.  

 Eurozone unemployment increased in April by 62,000 pushing the unemployment rate 
up to 12.1% a new record high. Unemployment remained especially severe in Spain 

and Greece at 26.7% and 27.2%. Cyprus suffered a huge month-to-month rise in 
unemployment from 10.7% to 14.2%. In Italy unemployment registered 11.5%. The 
under-25s continued to be the worst hit with youth unemployment in the Eurozone at 
24% and as high as 59.1% in Greece. The EU’s employment and social affairs 
commissioner Laszlo Andor warned that: “EU institutions and governments, business 
and social partners at all levels need to do all they can to avoid a “lost generation””. 

 Moody’s credit rating agency cut Slovenia’s long-term sovereign credit rating from 

Baa2 to Ba1 citing the country’s ailing banking sector and deteriorating public 
finances. The accompanying statement reported that: “Slovenia’s vulnerability to 
external shocks, like those brought about by the crisis in Cyprus, could make it 
difficult for the sovereign to fund itself at sustainable rates, which increases the 
likelihood that authorities would need to request an external assistance programme.” 
Slovenia could become the next Eurozone member state to require a financial bailout.  

 The Eurozone European Commission Economic Sentiment Indicator (ESI) fell from 

90.0 in March to 88.6 in April below the 89.3 consensus forecast. Industrial, Services 
and Retail business confidence indices all suffered declines indicating a broad-based 
decline in the economic outlook. The consumer confidence index provided the only 
bright spot improving slightly from -23.5 to -22.3 attributed to falling fuel prices. 
Among the national surveys the Eurozone’s 3 largest economies all suffered individual 
declines: Germany fell from 100.4 to 98.1, France from 88.8 to 86.7 the lowest in 

nearly 4 years, and Italy from 85.3 to 83.5. The data is consistent with a continuation 
of the Eurozone recession at an annualized GDP contraction of around -1.5%.  

 
 
UNITED KINGDOM 
 

 Markit’s composite Purchasing Managers’ Index (PMI), measuring activity across the 

whole economy, increased in April to 52.1 the highest in 8 months and comfortably 
above the key 50 level marking expansionary territory. The services sector PMI 
increased from 52.4 to 52.9 above the 52.4 consensus forecast with the services new 
business sub-index rising to the highest since May 2012. At the same time the 
services inflation sub-index eased to the flat level. The manufacturing and construction 
PMIs, although remaining below 50 both increased sharply from 48.6 to 49.8 and from 
47.2 to 49.4. Collectively the PMI data indicates economic growth expanding in April at 

the fastest rate in 8 months.  
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FAR EAST AND EMERGING MARKETS 
 

 As widely expected the Reserve Bank of India cut its benchmark interest rate by 25 
basis points to 7.25%. This marks the 3rd rate cut this year, underlining aggressive 
monetary easing. However, the central bank’s accompanying statement suggests 
further rate cuts are unlikely: “With upside risks to inflation still significant…. Monetary 

policy cannot afford to lower its guard against the possibility of resurgence of 

inflationary pressures.” In continuation: “Overall, the balance of risks stemming from 
the Reserve Bank’s assessment of the growth-inflation dynamic yields little space for 
further monetary easing.” While wholesale price inflation fell to 5.96% in March the 
lowest in more than 3 years consumer price inflation remained elevated at 10.39%. At 
the same time GDP growth fell to an annualized rate of just 4.5% in the 4th quarter 
last year the lowest in nearly 4 years and well below the country’s double-digit 

aspirations.   
 Standard & Poor’s credit rating agency upgraded The Philippines’ sovereign debt rating 

to BBB- giving the country an investment grade rating for the 1st time, the same 
rating currently allocated to Spain. The move follows a similar upgrade given by Fitch 
rating agency at the end of March. The upgrade should further encourage foreign 
inflows into the country’s capital and credit markets, which have already been rising 
steadily over the past 3 years, helping the peso currency to appreciate more against 

the US dollar over the past 12 months than any other Asian currency. In turn this has 
facilitated a sharp decline in interest rates which has boosted economic growth. The 
Philippines enjoyed economic growth of 6.6% last year, forecast to remain at similar 
levels in 2013.  

 
 
SOUTH AFRICA 

 
 SA’s Purchasing Managers’ Index (PMI), measuring activity in the manufacturing 

sector, increased from 49.3 in March to 50.5 in April. This marks just the 2nd time in 8 
months that the reading has been above the key 50 threshold which demarcates 
growth from contraction. The increase is primarily attributed to the business activity 
sub-index which increased from 47.7 to 52.2 while the new sales sub-index also 

improved strongly from 52.0 to 53.7. The recent weakness in the rand should add 
further to the PMI in coming months although this advantage may be undermined by 

the risk of electricity outages. Unplanned maintenance by Eskom may put 25% of 
electricity capacity at risk during the winter months which would jeopardise any 
recovery in manufacturing output.  

 Growth in Private Sector Credit Extension (PSCE) eased slightly from 7.9% year-on-
year in February to 7.8% in March but above the 7.2% consensus forecast. While 

credit extension to households slowed from 9.8% to 9.6% credit advanced to 
companies rebounded from an 18-month low of 5.6% to 6.2%. Installment sales credit 
continued its strong growth at 16% and other loans and advances which includes 
unsecured lending, increased at a robust 14.9%. There are concerns that the rapid 
rate of growth in unsecured lending is unsustainable and in danger of forming a 
bubble. The Banking Association of SA is expected in the near future to propose 
stricter rules for unsecured lending. Mortgage advances meanwhile remained 

depressed increasing by just 1.6%.  
 The trade deficit improved from R9.8 billion in February to R7.8 billion in March the 

lowest in 3 months. Nonetheless the cumulative trade deficit for the year to date 
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amounts to R41.8 billion, up from R27.6 billion for the same period last year. Imports 
fell on a month-on-month basis by 0.3% and moderated to 7.4% year-on-year growth 
the lowest in 3 months. Encouragingly growth in exports improved to 4.3% year-on-
year boosted by a 10.0% increase in exports to the Americas and 16.4% increase in 
exports to Europe, the largest increase in 18 months. Europe is SA’s largest trading 
partner. While showing a slight overall improvement the data is unlikely to have a 

marked effect on the current account deficit which remains elevated and will continue 

to pressure the rand.  
 Total vehicle sales increased in April by 19.5% year-on-year rebounding from the 

2.1% decline in March. However the increase is attributed to a low base effect with 
Easter holidays falling in April 2012. Encouragingly total commercial vehicle sales 
increased 26.6% indicating a slight increase in business investment confidence. 
Another bright spot is vehicle exports which increased 29.7% on the year up from 

15.9% in March 
 
 
KEY MARKET INDICATORS 
 
   YEAR TO DATE %  
 

JSE All Share  - 0.43 
JSE Fini 15  +3.68 
JSE Indi 25  +7.58 
JSE Resi 20  - 15.20 
R/$   - 6.02 
R/€   - 5.18 
S&P 500  +12.02 

Nikkei   +31.73 
Hang Seng  +0.05 
FTSE 100  +9.54 
DAX   +4.59 
CAC 40   +5.98 
MSCI World  +9.80 

 
 

TECHNICAL ANALYSIS 
 

 The US dollar has dropped below the key $/€ 1.30 level versus the euro confirming the 
longer-term trend remains dollar weakness.  

 The rand has fallen through successive support levels at R/$ 8.80 and R/$9.00 and 

seems set to weaken further, targeting the R/$ 9.30 level during 2013.  
 The JP Morgan global bond yield is expected to make a final major downward move to 

a new low in the 2nd half of the year before the major bull trend which started in the 
early 1980s is completed.  

 The shorter dated R157 SA Gilt yield has broken lower from its medium-term trading 
range of between 5.25-5.75% to a new trading range of 5.00-5.55% but like global 
bond yields is also likely to be in the final phase of its major bull trend. 

 Ultra-loose central bank monetary policy has led to increased demand for riskier 
assets. The Leuthold risk-aversion index is trading close to 30 year lows.  
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 US and global equity markets have risen in many cases to all-time record highs 
suggesting a strong bull trend and further gains in the near-term. However, the S&P 
500 index is forming a “rising wedge” pattern which often precedes a trend reversal. 

 The Nikkei exhibits the most bullish pattern from a technical viewpoint with the recent 
descending “flag pattern” signaling a likely continuation of the recent upward move to 
a potential target of 15,000.  

 The Coppock Curve is a long-term momentum indicator with an excellent track record 

in identifying major market bottoms. It shows that the March 2009 low was a long-
term low unlikely to be broken. 

 The Brent crude oil price has broken below $104 signaling a further downward 
correction to $90 and thereafter an extended downside target of $80.  

 Copper is regarded a reliable lead indicator for industrial commodity prices and 
barometer of global economic growth. It remains above key support levels but a break 

below $7,500 projects a downside move to the 2011 low of $6,500.   
 The Economist’s world food index has tripled since its base in 1999-2001 and 

continues to threaten rising global food price inflation.  However, agricultural prices 
have fallen steadily since mid-2012 which suggests a gradual leveling-off in the strong 
long-term upward trend.  

 Gold has broken below the key $1550 level suggesting the end of the 11-year bull 
trend.  

 The All Share index has consolidated from its recent record highs but remains in a 
long-term upward trend. Financials are likely to continue outperforming Industrials 
which in turn are expected to outperform Resources. The retail sector has broken 
down from its bull trend making the sector susceptible to substantial downside. Small 
cap stocks still offer good value relative to the All Share and likely to continue their 
outperformance in 2013.  

 

 
BOTTOM LINE 
 

 Production of shale gas across the US has increased dramatically from around 3.8bcm 
(billion cubic metres) in 1990 to an estimated 227.8bcm in 2012 with the most 
dramatic increase seen since 2007, when production was only around 42.1bcm. As a 

percentage of total US gas production, shale gas now presents about 34%. This has 
led to a dramatic fall in natural gas prices. The Energy Information Administration 

(EIA) predicts that the US will become a net exporter of natural gas by the year 2019.  
 An obvious implication of lower gas prices is cheaper fuel and cheaper electricity, 

generating positive benefits throughout the economy for both households and 
businesses. For households, disposable income is freed so that it can be used to 
purchase other goods and services, thereby supporting other parts of the economy. 

For businesses, costs are reduced leading to enhanced productivity. 
 The US is by far the world’s largest consumer and importer of energy and 

consequently its booming shale gas production will have a significant impact on the 
global energy market. As the US grows increasingly less reliant on imported oil, the 
effect will have positive global ramifications, in terms of reduced inflation, greater 
household disposable income and improved business productivity.  
 


